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Abstract: The general and constant ageing of the world population that has been observed in the
last decade has led robotics researchers community to focus its aims to answer the ever-growing
demand for health care, housing, care-giving, and social security. Among others, the researchers at
Politecnico di Torino are developing a novel platform to enhance the performance offered by present-
day issues, and to assess many others which were not even taken into consideration before they have
been highlighted by the pandemic emergency currently in progress. This situation, in fact, made
dramatically clear how important it is to have reliable non-human operators whom one can trust
when the life of elderly or weak patients is endangered by the simple presence of other people. The
platform, named Paquitop, features an innovative architecture conceived for omni-directional planar
motion. The machine is designed for domestic, unstructured, and variously populated environments.
Therefore, the mobile robot should be able to avoid or pass over small obstacles, passing through
the capability to achieve specific person tracking tasks, and arriving to the need of operating with
an high dynamic performance. Given its purpose, this work addresses the design of the suspension
system which enables the platform to ensure a steady floor contact and adequate stability in every
using condition. Different configurations of such system are then presented and compared through
use-case simulations.

Keywords: mobile robot; service robotics; modular robot; suspensions design

1. Introduction

The ageing of the population and the increasing attention to automatized caregiving
are pushing research towards the development of autonomous machines, tailored to
meet the need of assisting weak or non-self-sufficient subjects [1]. The current pandemic
emergency caused by the Covid-19, has highlighted the need of freeing many activities from
the presence of human operators, especially in hospital environments or geriatric wards and
hospices, where patients are endangered by their closeness to other people [2]. Although
human staff cannot be replaced entirely (e.g., for complex operations and companionship),
properly conceived and instrumented robots can be entrusted with other duties. Blood
pressure, temperature, and oxygen saturation measurements, patient monitoring, triage
activities, delivery of lightweight medical products and documents or simply remote
presence are some examples of tasks that could be easily assessed without the presence
of humans. Moreover, autonomous machines can accomplish these easy tasks enabling a
better redistribution of the precious human resource on those fundamental duties where
operators cannot be replaced by robots.

Pursuing this objective automatically implies a variety of technical challenges that
go far beyond a careful motion planning and smart control of the robotic system, even
if significant advances were made in this sense [3]: on-line path planning [4], innovative
use of sensors [5], and development of localization strategies [6] are examples of the
fields that caught the attention of the research community. Alongside with such aspects,
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also the mechanical design plays a role of paramount importance [7,8], together with the
development of dedicated models able to simulate mechanical system [9,10]. In the past,
a class of robots was exploited more than others for domestic use, namely, those owning
two fixed driven wheels, also known as differential-drive robots. Among others, DeSantis
proposed path-tracking control for this class [11]; later on Chung et al. inquired their
position kinematics and control [12]; in 2010 Chwa proposed a control law based on a
recursive linearization of the robot model [13]; recently Bruzzone et al. developed an
innovative actuation system merging the peculiarities of legged, wheeled, and tracked
robots [14]. The reasons for such success lie in their simplicity of use and cost effectiveness.
Nonetheless, their limited manoeuvrability makes them less attractive for applications
where a superior orientation ability is required. The research about over-actuated robots
mostly involved the problems linked to the non- or quasi-holonomic constraints they
involve [15,16], and the difficulties aroused by the control of the over-abundant set of
actuators [17]. As a matter of fact, most devices which involve actuation redundancy
make use of omni-wheels, whose correct functioning strictly depends on the evenness
and materials of the ground, and on the absence of wheels slip. Additionally, their use in
unstructured environments can be extremely complex for autonomous motions, especially
in presence of obstacles and surfaces with different friction characteristic since in such case
the behaviour of the wheels can be very far from the expected kinematic behaviour. These
are the premises which led the researchers at Politecnico di Torino to develop an innovative
platform, named Paquitop [18], as the base modular frame for indoor robotized assistance
applications. Therefore, the platform must exhibit strong manoeuvrability and be built with
a modular approach to fulfil a variety of monitoring and basic assistance tasks in different
scenarios. A robot with full in-plane mobility is therefore well desirable. The platform,
whose conceptual design is shown in Figure 1, is an over actuated robot suspended on
four wheels. Two of them are driven steering wheels, while two are standard off-centred
passive castor wheels. Although almost all the kinematic architectures for mobile robots
have already been somehow investigated, the main strength of the proposed solution lies
in the mechanical design of its actuation system: on the one hand, such scheme provides a
redundant set of actuated constraints with respect to the degrees of freedom, on the other
hand, it allows taking advantage of omni-directional mobility without the disadvantages
characterizing omnidirectional wheels (which poorly fit the use in domestic environments).
Due to its particular workspace, the robot should be shaped on a human scale, in order to
access all the spaces which are usually lived in by people.
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Therefore, a non-axisymmetric footprint is preferable to a symmetric one so that the
robot is able to offer, when needed, a reduced profile to pass through confined spaces.
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It is worth noticing that the presence of four contact points with the ground implies the
need of using an adequate suspension system, necessary to assess the soil unevenness
and to enhance its capability to overpass reasonably low obstacles without compromising
its whole balance. In fact, most indoor robots do not make use of suspensions, while
outdoor rovers provided with suspensions often adopt active systems [19,20]. To contain
costs and complexity of the project, a passive suspension approach is preferable. In this
paper, different designs of the suspension systems are discussed and compared through
use-case simulations. The aim of the research is to provide design guidelines for the future
construction phase of the prototype by evaluating the dynamic performance of the mobile
robot adopting different configurations of suspensions.

2. Platform Mobility

In a study conducted by the authors [18] about the kinematic of this architecture, it
was shown that the mobility of the robot can be classified into four different classes of
steering configurations. As more deeply investigated in that work, the platform holonomic
forward kinematics is ruled by:

.
x =


rw
2 (

.
ϑwrcγ+δwr +

.
ϑwlcγ+δwl )

rw
2 (

.
ϑwrsγ+δwr +

.
ϑwlsγ+δwl )

rw
2a (

.
ϑwrcδwr −

.
ϑwlcδwl )

 (1)

where
.
x =

[ .
xc

.
yc

.
γ
]T , with xc and yc coordinates of the origin of the chassis reference

frame {c} and γ rotation angle of {c} with respect to the fixed reference frame {0}. The
angles ϑ∼ and δ∼ respectively are the rotation about the axle and the steering angle of the
generic wheel which will be identified through the symbol ∼, an acronym that identifies
each one of the wheels: wr (wl) for the right (left) driven wheel and c f (cb) for the front
(back) castor wheel. Besides, the short-end notation cε = cos ε and sε = sin ε is adopted,
where ε is a generic angle. The robot structure is described through a set of local reference
frames defined in Figure 2.
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The platform is provided with two independent actuated steering wheels to achieve
omnidirectional mobility in the plane, but due to this actuation redundancy the joint
variables ϑ∼ and δ∼ need to be assumed considering the constraint:

.
ϑwrsδwr −

.
ϑwlsδwl = 0 (2)

With a critical analysis of Equations (1) and (2), it is possible to define the aforemen-
tioned classes of steering configurations, briefly described hereby and illustrated in Table 1.
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Table 1. Possible steering configurations of the over-actuated mobile robot.

Configuration I Configuration II

δwr 6= δwl ⇒
.
θwr.
θwl

=
sδwl
sδwr
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• Configuration I: adopting different steering angles δwr 6= δwl , the robot exploits all its
degrees of actuation to achieve a general motion in the plane.

• Configuration II: when the axes of the two driven wheels are parallel, but not 0 or π/2,
the robot is able to translate while rotations are inhibited. Assuming δwr = δwl 6= 0, π/2
Equation (2) imposes that the angular velocities

.
ϑwr and

.
ϑwl are equal. In this configura-

tion, the platform is able to translate while maintaining a fixed direction of observation.
• Configuration III: when the steering angles of the driven wheel are zero, the mobility

of the robot corresponds to the well-known scenario of a differential actuation. Equa-
tion (2) is fulfilled whatever angular velocity is provided. Consequently, the robot
is able to exhibit an angular velocity but loses the possibility of owning a y-directed
velocity in {c}.

• Configuration IV: when the steering angles are equal to π/2, the configuration of the
robot is very similar to Configuration II with driven axes parallel and not coincident.
However, the platform exhibits improvedstatic and dynamic performance which
enables high accelerations of the robot. Besides, a small variation to just one of the
two wheels, or opposed small angles around π/2, would also allow the robot to
approach curved trajectories without relevant modifications to its ability to absorb
higher accelerations in that direction.

The mechanical structure proposed for the platform imparts advantages related mainly
to manoeuvrability, but it introduces some disadvantages. For example, a proper mechani-
cal design of the wheel suspension must be foreseen to guarantee a steady floor contact
and stability in every using condition, even when the robot is passing over obstacles or
is performing curved trajectories. Towards the comparison of different designs of the
suspensions system, a dynamic model is presented and analysed. In the next section, this
model is fitted to the peculiarities of the different suspension designs.

2.1. Kinematics

In the rest of the paper, the following short-end notation is used: iR j is the rotation
matrix from the reference frame (r.f. in the following) {i} to r.f. {j}; if the rotation takes
place along one the r.f. axes x, y, z it is indicated with Re,ε with e axis and ε amount of
rotation; the origin of the r.f.’s are indicated with the vector ip j which are the coordinates
of the origin of the frame {j} expressed with respect to {i}; for the sake of simplicity, the r.f.
is omitted when the vector is expressed in {0}.

It is possible to identify the pose of the robot in the workspace through the r.f. {c},
attached to the chassis. The position of the origin of the r.f. {c} is defined by the position
vector pc =

[
xc yc zc

]T , while its orientation is described by three rotations around
the axes x, y and z of the absolute frame {0}, i.e., Rc = Rz,γRy,βRx,α. The robot pose is fully
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described in the Cartesian space by six kinematic parameters which are collected in the
vector q =

[
xc yc zc α β γ

]T .
The local r.f. { s, ∼} are solid with the chassis and the origin is coincident to the

connection point of each suspension with the chassis. Thus, the origin position is expressed
by four constant position vectors cps,∼. The z coordinates of such points with respect to
{0} are directly relatable to the deformation of each spring-damper system as shown later.

The location of the centre of mass of the chassis can be described similarly, through
the vector cpcm. For the sake of simplicity, and given the machine geometry, the position
of the centre of mass has been assumed aligned to the z axis of r.f. {c}. The geometric
parameters relevant to the definition of the model are shown in Figure 3. The resulting
vectors with respect to {c} are:

cps,wr =
[

0 −a 0
]T

cps,wl =
[

0 a 0
]T

cps,c f =
[

b 0 0
]T

cps,cb =
[
−b 0 0

]T

cpcm =
[

0 0 pcm,z
]T

(3)
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Given the vectors in Equation (3), the absolute positions of the relevant chassis
points are:

ps,∼ = pc + Rc
cps,∼

pcm = pc + Rc
cpcm

(4)

while the velocities are: .
ps,∼ =

.
pc +ωc ×Rc

cps,∼.
pcm =

.
pc +ωc ×Rc

cpcm
(5)

where:

ωc =


.
αcβcγ −

.
βsγ

.
αcβsγ +

.
βcγ

− .
αsβ +

.
γ

 (6)

2.2. Simplified Dynamics Model

The dynamics of the robot is worked out through a Lagrangian approach starting
from the kinematics described in the previous section in analogy with reference [18]. Since
the mass of each wheel is negligible with respect to that born by the chassis and the field
of application of Paquitop (a service robot in a domestic environment) implies a limited
maximum velocity, with a consequent negligible vertical dynamics of the wheels, it is
possible to disregard the contribution provided by the non-suspended masses, i.e., the four
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wheels. Under these assumptions, the robot dynamics can be approximately described by
the Lagrangian of the chassis, given by:

L = T −U (7)

where T is the kinetic energy of the chassis and U is the potential energy of the conservative
forces acting on it. In particular, the kinetic energy T can be expressed by:

T =
1
2

.
pT

cmm
.
pcm +

1
2
ωT

c RcJcRT
c ωc (8)

where m is the robot mass and Jc is the inertia tensor of the chassis expressed in terms of
the r.f. {c}.

The potential energy U of the conservative forces shall collect the contributions of
the four springs, one for each wheel, which suspend the robot chassis and the gravity
potential associated with the chassis mass. Under the assumption of weightless perfectly
rigid wheels, the forces exerted by the springs on the chassis are evaluated as:

cFk,∼ =
[

0 0 k∼(l0,∼ − l∼)
]T (9)

where k∼ is the stiffness and l0,∼, l∼ respectively are the free length and the actual length
of the spring ∼. Referring to Figure 4, the free length of the spring has been set so that:

l0,∼ = zc,0 − r∼ +
f0,∼
k∼

(10)

where zc,0 is the desired free height of the chassis from the contact plane, r∼ is the wheel
radius and f0,∼ is the preload of the spring. Obviously, the sum of the four pre-load forces
must equate the weight of the robot in static condition:

∑
i=∼

f0,i = mg (11)
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The actual length l∼, according to Figure 2, is given by:

l∼ = d∼ − r∼ − dv,∼ (12)
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where d∼ and dv,∼ are the distances of the points ps,∼ and pv,∼ from the plane x-y of r.f.
{0}. The distance d∼ that can be estimated as it follows:

dwr =
zc

cαcβ
− atα dc f =

zc
cαcβ
− b

tβ

cα

dwl =
zc

cαcβ
+ atα dc f =

zc
cαcβ

+ b
tβ

cα

(13)

with tα = tan α. The distances in Equation (13) clearly represent an approximation of the
actual values of distance among the suspension attachment points and the ground, espe-
cially for the castor wheels for whom the presence of the off-centre length was disregarded.
Nonetheless, it is worth remarking that in normal working conditions, the out-of-plane
motions of the chassis should be kept as small as possible. In this case, (13) represents a
reasonable approximation. The distances dv,∼ can be estimated similarly as it follows:

dv,∼ =
zv,∼
cαcβ

(14)

where zv,∼ is the z coordinate of the vector pv,∼ with respect to {0}. Once the four spring
forces have been defined, the potential energy turns:

U =
1
2 ∑

i=∼
k∼(l0,∼ − l∼)

2 + mg(zc − zc,0) (15)

where g is the gravity acceleration module. Similarly to what done for the elastic forces
cFk,∼, a set of actions coming from the suspension’s dampers can be defined in the r.f. {c} :

cFc,∼ =
[

0 0 −c∼
.
l∼
]T

(16)

with
.
l∼ the time derivative of the spring length defined by Equation (12). As known then,

the dynamics equations of the mobile robot can be expressed by:

d
dt

(
∂L
∂

.
q

)
− ∂L

∂q
=

 Rc ∑
i=∼

cFc,∼

Rc ∑
i=∼

cps,∼ × cFc,∼

 (17)

2.3. Castor Wheel’s Offset Effect

Equation (17) has been evaluated neglecting the off-centre length of the castor wheels.
Some changes need to be done to evaluate the effect of the moving contact point between
passive wheels and the ground, due to the castor wheel off-centre length. In this sense, the
dynamic model here defined represents a further improvement of the model proposed in
reference [21] where the effect of the moving contact point was neglected.

The vertical forces generated by the contact between castor wheels and the ground
are applied to the contact points pv,∼ which do not lie on the z axis of {h,∼} reference
frame, defined by the origin in ph,∼ and orientation cRh,∼ = cRs,∼ Rz,δ∼ . This leads to the
generation of torque applied to the chassis along with the projection of y axis of {h,∼} on
the xy plane of {c}. The torques applied to the chassis by the castor wheels turn:

cMrc,∼ = cRs,c∼(
s,c∼pw,∼ × s,c∼Frc,∼) (18)

where s,c∼Frc,∼ =
[

0 0 k∼(l0,∼ − l∼)− c∼
.
l∼
]T

and s,c∼pw,∼ = s,c∼Rh,∼
[

bc 0 0
]T .

3. Functional Suspension Design

The aim of the section is to introduce three different functional designs for the wheel
suspension. As previously mentioned, the presence of suspension is fundamental to guar-
antee a steady floor contact and stability in every use condition. To identify the best solution
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for a future prototype of the platform, different configurations of the suspension system are
compared. Such simulations do not consider as a possibility the use of extremely soft tyres
for the negative effects they would have on the robot efficiency. In the following sections,
the dynamic model previously presented is adapted to better describe the behaviour of
the different suspension designs. At last, the model parameters are assumed for the next
simulation phase.

3.1. Two Arms Suspensions: Design: 2A

The dynamics model presented in Section 3 is worked out assuming that each wheel
suspension is independent. Such a configuration can be achieved in different ways. In
this section, this suspension configuration is supposed to be built using two independent
arms. Such brackets are connected to the wheels through an element which enables the
steering motion, and to the chassis by a central revolute joint. Figure 5b shows a functional
scheme for the actuated wheels. The same architecture can then be drawn for the castor
wheels suspensions.
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The connection between the wheel and the central revolute joint is realized through a
single bracket for the sake of construction simplicity. Due to the kinematics offered by such
scheme, the wheel will not purely move along the vertical axis, for the hypothesis of pure
translation decays. Nonetheless, considering a range of motion of about ±20 mm from
the initial condition, and an arm length of 250 mm, the maximum rotation of the wheel is
limited at ±2.3◦ from the initial condition which is acceptable.

At this point of the design of the platform, it has not been defined yet where the
spring-damper elements will be installed. Thus, in contrast to the illustration in Figure 5b,
the suspension systems are supposed to be placed right above the wheels, as assumed in
the model previously defined in Section 3. For these reasons, the dynamic Equation (17)
describe the behaviour of this configuration without modifications.

3.2. Suspension Design: 2AR, Configuration 2A with a Generic Anti-Rool Device

In order to reduce the roll rotation of the platform, an anti-roll system can be imple-
mented. Different technologies and architectures of such systems have been proposed in
the past [22], particularly in automotive applications. Regardless of which type of anti-roll
systems is adopted, the presence of such a system will be modelled as a generic torsional
spring system acting on the roll axis of the platform. In this way, it is possible to evaluate
the effectiveness of implementing this system over the robotic platform assuming equiva-
lent torsional stiffness and it will be up to the designer to adapt the equivalent parameter
to the specific technology chosen. The model presented in Section 3 needs to be modified
to consider the presence of the anti-roll device. Let ka,roll be the stiffness of the torsional
spring, then the device applies a torque to the chassis, given by:

cMa,roll,∼ =
[
−ka,rollα 0 0

]T (19)
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3.3. One Arm Suspensions: Design 1A

The last functional design proposed in this piece of research is characterized by a
one-arm suspension for the actuated wheels, schematically represented in Figure 5a, and a
two independent arms suspension for the passive wheels. As opposed to the other designs,
this architecture introduces a kinematic constraint between the z coordinates of the contact
points (actuated wheels-ground) and the coordinate zc of the chassis.

For this configuration, a different dynamic model is presented. The main parameters
are depicted in Figure 6a. The presence of one-arm suspension introduces a kinematic
constraint between the coordinates zv,∼ of the actuated wheels and the coordinate zc of the
chassis. Under the hypothesis of small rotations, this constraint can be expressed by:

zc =
zv,wr + zv,wl

2
+ rw + l′w (20)
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The spring-damper devices represented in Figure 6b can be modelled using an equiv-
alent torsional spring-damper system characterized by the torsional stiffness kroll and the
torsional damping coefficient croll . This equivalent system works on the relative rotation
between the suspension arm and the chassis over the roll axis. The rotation of the suspen-
sion arm is described by the auxiliary variable αb which can be related to the coordinates
zv,∼ of the actuated wheels by the relation:

αb =
zv,wl − zv,wr

2a
(21)

Thus, the torque applied by the equivalent torsional spring-damping system can be
expressed by:

cMroll =
[

kroll(αb − α) + croll (
.
αb −

.
α) 0 0

]T (22)

Concerning the model presented in Section 1, the kinetic energy T remains unchanged,
while the potential energy U varies:

U =
1
2

kroll(αb − α)2 +
1
2 ∑
∼

k∼(l0,∼ − l∼)
2 + mg(zc − zc,0) (23)
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where ∼ stands for the acronym which identifies the castor wheels c f and cb, where
the suspensions system remains the same as before. The set of actions coming from the
suspension dampers can be defined in the r.f. {c} :

cFc,∼ =
[

0 0 −c∼
.
l∼
]T

; cMc,roll =
[

croll(−
.
α) 0 0

]T (24)

where ∼ stands for the acronym which identifies the castor wheels c f and cb. Thus, the
dynamics equations of the mobile robot can be expressed by:

d
dt

(
∂L
∂

.
x

)
− ∂L

∂x
=

 Rc ∑
i=∼

cFc,∼

Rc

(
∑

i=∼
cps,∼ × cFc,∼ + cMc,roll

)  (25)

3.4. Parameter Selection

The succeeding analyses have been performed supposing the inertial and geometrical
parameters of the robot chassis and the parameters of the suspension are as it follows:

• Robot geometry: at this point of the design process, the geometry of the chassis is not
precisely defined yet. The dimensions used here are hypothesized accordingly to the
need of allowing the platform to work in a human-sized environment. Due to that, it
is chosen a = 0.25 m, b = 0.15 m which provides the robot with a footprint similar to
that of a person. The chassis has been supposed elliptical. The whole robot body was
approximated by the prism built on such footprint, with a total eight of h = 0.4 m.

• Robot mass and inertia: the inertial properties of the robot were estimated supposing a
homogeneous mass distribution within the elliptic prism. With a mass m = 15 kg, the
principal inertia moments are: Jx,x = 0.434 kgm2, Jy,y = 0.284 kgm2, Jz,z = 0.319 kgm2.
Given the shape and the uniform mass distribution, the centre mass is elevated by h/2
with respect to the origin of r.f. {c}.

• Robot suspension parameters: the analyses have been performed under the hypothe-
ses of symmetrical left-right and front-back suspensions; therefore, it was considered:

kwr = kwl = kw kc f = kcb = kc
cwr = cwl = cw cc f = ccb = cc

f0,wr = f0,wl = f0,w f0,c f = f0,cb = f0,c

(26)

• Adopting the dynamic optimization method proposed in [21], the suspension pa-
rameters for the design 2A are evaluated to optimize the pitch roll dynamics, as
suggested by the non-axisymmetric aspect of the robot which will produce remark-
able out of plane rotations. In this way, the parameters of the suspensions turn to
be kw = 2.698·103 N/m; kc = 7.494·103 N/m; cw = 200.2 Ns/m; cc = 514.3 Ns/m.
Concerning the other configurations of the suspensions system, parameters of the
same order of magnitude of the respective parameters for the 2A design were selected:
ka,roll = 100 N/rad; kroll = 500 N/ rad; croll = 50 Ns/rad. For the succeeding analy-
ses, the suspensions were set up so that f0,c = 0 and f0,w = 1

2 mg. Such assumption is
made because the passive wheels have been introduced as a simple solution for pro-
viding stability to a two-wheel platform without the need of complex self-balancing
strategies. In this perspective, the additional contact points with the ground, provided
by the passive wheels, become active only when the platform starts pitching, but no
loads are applied on the castor wheels at zero velocity. The parameters are recapped
in Table 2.
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Table 2. Robot parameters.

Parameter Value Units Parameter Value Units

a 0.250 m Jx,x 0.434 kg m2

b 0.150 m Jy,y 0.284 kg m2

h 0.400 m Jz,z 0.319 kg m2

bc 0.015 m kw 2.698·103 N/m
rw 0.050 m kc 7.494·103 N/m
rc 0.040 m cw 200.2 Ns/m

pcm,z 0.200 m cc 514.3 Ns/m

4. Simulation Results

In this section, the three architectures of the suspension system are tested through
dynamics simulations of actual use cases implemented in the MatLab enviroment. The
first steering configuration, identified in the first part of the paper as Configuration I, has
been applied to the trajectories presented in Figures 7 and 8. The two simulations were
chosen to solicit the platform in different ways, simulating the loads caused by curved
paths, Figure 7, and by the presence of obstacles laying on the ground, Figure 8.
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In Case study 1 the robot reaches the cruise velocity of 1 m/s in the first straight
section through a constant acceleration transient; similarly, a constant deceleration phase is
used to stop the robot at the end of the path. During the curved sections, the linear velocity
of the robot is planned to be constant at 1 m/s. The curved sections of the motion planning
used for Case study 1 of Figure 7a are characterized by interesting kinematics properties.
Adopting a fourth order Bezier polynomial with a particular choice of the control points,
it is possible to avoid discontinuous steps of acceleration when approaching a curve. As
an example, a qualitative representation of accelerations and velocities during a curved
section is presented in Figure 7b.

It should be noticed that the module of the velocity is constant, while the module of
acceleration varies continuously from 0 m/s2 to a maximum value and then goes back to
zero at the end of the curved section. Adopting this method, a smooth motion planning
with zero-acceleration at curve approach is acquired. The trajectory in Case study 2 is
straightway and characterized by the presence of an obstacle laying on the ground. In this
case, the velocity of the robot is constant at 1.0 m/s. The obstacle is a small step, height
10 mm, width 10 mm, inclined at 20◦ with respect to the trajectory normal.

The resulting motions were imposed on the non-linearized dynamic model of Paquitop
expressed by Equation (17) and adapted to the three functional suspension designs to
compare the resulting solicitation on the non-controlled degrees of freedom. Moreover, the
suspensions are supposed to work only in compression field to model the presence of limit
switches which do not enable elongations over the free length of the systems. Physically,
such switches prevent the suspensions to work in elongation field and, consequently,
no traction force can be produced (as it actually happens when a wheel loses contact
with ground).

4.1. Case Study 1: The Curved Path

This case study involves steering Configuration I, namely the one where the robot
exploits all of its degrees of actuation to achieve a general motion in the plane. In particular,
the trajectory was run while keeping a constant line of sight with a point in the plane.
This case represents an interesting use case since it exploits the actual peculiarities of
the robot, provided by its degree of over-actuation. The dynamic simulation is built on
the trajectory previously described, with a machine characterized by inertial and mass
properties depicted in Section 3.4.

The test results are shown in Figure 9. The curves show that the design 1A results in
maximum values of roll and pitch rotations that are 70.77% and 63.22% lower, respectively,
compared to the 2A architecture, while no significant differences are revealed on the
vertical axis. Furthermore, the improved dynamic performance is achieved with a simpler
design of construction, which makes the one-arm configuration promising for the prototype
architecture. Regarding the general order of magnitude of the response, the variation of
the quantities is limited under 5 mm for the zc coordinate and under 5◦ for the pitch and
roll angles. This fact underlines that the choice of the suspension parameters is coherent
with the application and it makes the hypothesis of small variation acceptable. Concerning
the differences between the 2A and the 2AR architectures, it should be noticed that the
presence of the anti-roll device results in a 23.24% lower αc absolute rotation, as expected.
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4.2. Case Study 2: Straight Path with an Obstacle

The second case aims at evaluating the robot behaviour while overpassing obstacles.
In particular, a small step was considered, laying on the ground and tilted with respect to
the trajectory of the platform. It is important to underline that the kinematic constraint
introduced by the one-arm configuration (represented by Equation (20)) leads the plat-
form to a high variation of the zc coordinate if both actuated wheels hit against the step
simultaneously. This is a very uncommon situation in the field of application because the
obstacles laying on the ground of a typical residence are randomly arranged. Therefore, an
obstacle avoidance strategy can be implemented on the vehicle to ensure that the platform
engages the step with a certain degree of rotation between the obstacle and the y axis of
the platform. For this reason, the case study uses a tilted obstacle instead of a parallel one
although it solicits also the pitch and roll degrees of freedom.

Figure 10 reports the test results for Case study 2. About the vertical motion of the
platform, it is evident that, due to the presence of the kinematic constraint (20), the one-arm
configuration does not filter enough the vertical disturbance introduced by the step. For
this reason, the architectures 2A and 2AR show better behaviour at overpassing obstacles,
with a maximum vertical displacement from the static equilibrium condition 80.74% and
82.56% lower, respectively, than the variation evaluated for design 1A. However, it should
be underlined that due to the angle of inclination between the step and the trajectory of the
robot, the vertical variation of the centre of the robot is a half of the height of the step, so a
certain amount of filtration is achieved.
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5. Conclusions

In this work, the authors investigated the effects of different architectures of the
suspension system on the dynamic performance of the robotic platform Paquitop. The main
objective of the project was that of providing a reliable architecture for omni-directional
motions. The solution proposed by the authors addresses this with an over actuated
architecture, which needs particular attention in the definition of the suspension parameters.
In keeping with the kinematic capabilities of Paquitop, firstly a non-linear dynamics model
is proposed to consider significant phenomena. This model is conceived to analyse the
variation of the contact points between the passive wheels and the ground due to their
off-centre length, the pre-load of the suspension and the fact that the suspension usually
works only under compression. Secondly, this general model has been adapted to different
architectures of the suspension system. These preliminary steps were used to perform
two dynamic simulations of the robotic platform in typical use-case scenarios. The results
reveal that the one-arm design for the suspension system is the most promising both
for its simplicity of construction and the lower pitch and roll oscillations during curved
trajectories, 70.77% and 63.22% respectively, compared to the 2A and 2AR architecture.
Unfortunately, it is not optimal at overpassing obstacles, although, such a disadvantage
can be addressed with a properly conceived obstacle-approach strategy which prevents the
robot from engaging an obstacle with the two driven wheels simultaneously. Finally, it was
shown that even if the dynamic performance is encouraging without an anti-roll system,
its presence can significantly reduce the oscillations around the roll axis.
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